We look after so
you can look after
those you love

“The most complete lifting
chair in the market”
Easy to operate
Adjustable headrest
Ergonomic Elements

Resting heart position
Wheel chair

Relax

Quality of life is what we all want, and for
Fama it is the main thing. So let us help
you get exactly that when you decide
to have one of our Toscana recliners,
with or without easy rise option for your
convenience.
These
chairs
have been specially designed by
Fama to make life easier and more
comfortable for you and those you love.

Quality of Life

Toscana Collection
Leonardo

Michelangelo

* Narrow Arm (68 cm)
* Back with adjustable headrest
* Electric recliner
* Electric Power-Lift
* Optional Arm covers
* Back cushion included
* Optional cordless battery pack

* Wide Arm (83 cm)
* Back with adjustable headrest
* Electric recliner
* Electric Power-Lift
* Optional Arm covers
* Back cushion included
* Optional cordless battery pack
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Donatello

Raphael

* Wide Arm (83 cm)
* Wing chair
* Electric recliner
* Electric Power-Lift
* Optional Arm covers		
* Optional Back cover
* Optional cordless battery pack

* Narrow Arm (68 cm)
* Wing chair
* Electric recliner
* Electric Power-Lift
* Optional Arm covers		
* Optional Back cover
* Optional cordless battery pack
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Curved footrest to keep
the feet in the centre
The footrest has been designed with curved
shape to make it more comfortable, avoiding that
the legs fall to the sides.				
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Shallow armchair,
straighter back for
upright position
The Toscana Collection armchairs are
shallower than usual, and they have
been designed with a straighter
back to make them much more
comfortable.
Models
Leonardo
and
Michelangelo include a thin back
cushion of memory foam or 36kg.
soft foam to make the chairs even
shallower, and allow a more upright
position.

Smaller Depth,
straighter back
Upright position
Although wing chairs may be very
comfortable, when the user has back
or neck problems (which normally
get more serious with ageing),
they can favour an incorrect and
uncomfortable position.
With the adjustable headrest we
create a straight and upright
position that provides greater welfare,
and avoids the annoying back pain.
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With castors for easy
movement
We have created a patented
mechanism with castors to
move the armchair as if it was a
wheel chair.

Narrow arm
With the option of narrow
arm in models Leonardo and
Raphael (68 cm the width of
the armchair), we can move the
chair through doorways.

Braking system
Moreover, we have a patented
braking system on the powerlift
system that allows us to adjust
the height and set the position
without operating any pedal
or having to manually lock the
castors. This way the person
can sit up straight for lunch for
example, thus avoiding having to
change to another seat.
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Footrest
Curved footrest to
keep the feet in
the centre

Seat
Firm seat, more
comfortable and
with shape backwards to avoid
sliding

High arms
High arms to favour
a comfortable upright position.

The footrest has been
designed with curved
shape to make it more
comfortable, avoiding that The seat is firm to make it
the legs fall to the sides.
more comfortable for elder
people.
Also the seat cushion has
been designed slightly
thicker on the front, to
avoid sliding.

The arms of the armchairs
in this collection are slightly
higher than usual; this allows
us to stay in an upright
position with
our arms
resting completely.

Resting heart
position

Recliner with a
healthy resting
heart position
The reclining mechanism
favours a good resting
heart position, since it
raises our legs up to our
heart level to lower the
heart rate. Moreover, in
this position we keep the
same angle between
our back and legs as just
sitting, avoiding the usual
dizziness caused when the
back reclines too much.

The
and

angle
between
back
legs does not change.
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Maintenance
* Fabric with stain free
and AquaClean (liquid
repellent)treatments.
* Optional arm
covers

Electric Motor
* Optional long battery life.
* Ergonomic charge
connector in a high
position.
* Easy to operate with
just one motor.
We use fabrics with Stain Free and Aqua Clean treatments. Also they are treated against
mites, fungi and bacteria. They have all the cleaning advantages of the imitation leather,
but it is breathable and has a much nicer touch.
Apart from this, there are optional arm covers, as well as an optional back cover for
models Donatello and Raphael. The motor to operate the reclining and the lifting actions is
electric and needs to be connected to the socket. However, we offer an optional battery
pack to avoid cables.
It is a long life battery; depending on the use it may have a working life from 1 week to
3 months.
To charge it, it is not necessary to remove it from the armchair. We have incorporated a
pocket to hide the cable and battery pack at the back of the chair in a high position.
Just take the cable out and plug it in.
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Donatello

Leonardo
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Toscana Collection
RV03

“We look after so you can
look after those you love”

